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Abstract—earthquake data in spatial database include two typical 
types point and line feature, this paper propose an algorithm based 
on apriori for analysis spatial association pattern during point and 
line feature, and description algorithm process. since the algorithm 
is a probability-based mining algorithm, it apply in spatial 
database of seismic spatial database of Yunnan province china for 
analysis correlation of point and line pattern. The algorithm have 
certain significance for analysis spatial probabilistic and spatial 
reasoning for seismic spatial data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Earthquake mechanisms and relevant principles suggest that 

the occurrence of the earthquake fault and geological activity 
showed great spatial correlation, which occurred mainly in the 
location of the earthquake fault zone adjacent geological 
activity or related areas. In spatial database, Geological active 
fault abstract as line feature, and earthquake source location 
abstract as point feature. apriori algorithm is association mining 
rule apply in database, and it extends to spatial database propose 
co-location  algorithm. However, co-location algorithm is a 
common spatial data mining for point feature pattern and cannot 
apply in point and line features for seismic data[1][2]. 

Seismic data in spatial include two typical types, point and 
line, in this paper we propose an algorithm based on apriori 
algorithm for analysis spatial association rule between point and 
line, description the process of algorithm and experiment 
algorithm on seismic spatial database of Yunnan province. Use 
this algorithm reveal association rule between point and line of 
seismic data and give probability relation of them. It have 
certain significance for analysis spatial probabilistic and spatial 
reasoning for seismic  spatial database. 

II. SEISMIC SPATIAL DATA 
Seismic spatial data has complex, multi-source, multi-

dimensional and other characteristics, all seismic can abstract 
as point, line and polygon. Usually in spatial data, the activity 
fault zone is abstract as line feature and earthquake source 
location abstract as point feature[3][4]. 

A. Point Feature  
The most common record of seismic data is earthquake 

catalog data, it recorded the earthquake source location and 
earthquake magnitude, earthquake happened time, earthquake 
depth. It recorded the earthquake source location and 
earthquake magnitude, earthquake happened time, and 
earthquake depth etc.  

TABLE I.  EARTHQUAKE CATALOG DATA. 

date Time longitud
e 

latitu
de 

magnitu
de 

depth count
y 

2005-

08-13

12:58:

43 

23.37 104.0

4 

5.3 3 Wens

hang 

2005-

09-05

21:14:

39 

27.11 103.4

3 

4.8 10 Zhaot

ong 

In table 1, each record represent once a earthquake happen, 
which consist of date, time, longitude, magnitude, depth and 
county name.  

B. Line Feature 
Activity fault zone is a region created by crustal movement 

pressure and tension, it reveal the crustal movement and 
earthquake activity. In geographical scale, the activity fault 
zone abstract as line feature. 

TABLE II.  GEOLOGICAL FAULT ZONE LINE FEATURE. 

name property length Formati
ve year 

occurre
nce 

landslide 
rate 

xiaojian

g 

Walking 

landslide 

fault 

440  N/70-80 1.7-3.5 

jiangsha

jiang 

Dextral 

inverse go

330 Paleozoi

c 

SN/60 5-7 

In table 2, each record represent an activity fault zone 
consist of fault name, property, length, formative year, 
occurrence, landslide rate.  

In seismic data, earthquake source location show great 
spatial correlation with fault zone. Then apply apriori algorithm 
conception in analysis point and line pattern. 

III. POINT LINE ASSOCIATION PATTERN  
In spatial, point feature is a discrete data, however, line 

feature is a continuous data.   

apriori algorithm is based on transaction conception, 
definite point and line  transaction conception , is the key step 
for point and line spatial data mining[5] . 

Suppose L represented line feature, and P represented point 
feature. Definitions:  R(L,θ) is a buffer region in the center of 
L line and θ as the radius buffer region. if P∈R, means that the 
point and line feature have an association rule L ⟹
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 P（CS%，CC%) , CS% as support rate and CC%  as 
confidence rate. 

Then abstract the transaction conception in continuous 
spatial. Definitions: L(A) specific line feature A in spatial, 
L(A)i is object i of A feature set. for example ,L(A)  is activity 
fault zone type feature, meanwhile ,L(A)i  is the i fault zone line 
in L(A)set. set the threshold θ for generate a buffer region 
R(L(A)I,θ). P(A) and P(B) is two different type sets of point 
feature, P(A)i ∈P(A),P(B)i∈P(B), P(A)i is once an earthquake 
happened in spatial and P(B)i is an settlement  in the area. 

Transaction(L(A)i,P(A)i), type P(A) include some subtype 
use low case latter represented p(a),P(b),p(c)  and  
P(a)∪P(b)∪P(c)∪…=P(A) and P(a)∩P(b)∩P(c)=∅,it reveal 
that P(a),P(b),P(c)are divisions of P(A) set  

Definitions of association rule: 

 L（A ） ⟹ P(a)(CS%CC%)                           (1) CS% = ∑ ( ( ), ( ) )∑ ( ) ∪∑ ( )∪⋯                        (2) 

CC% = ∑ ( ( ) , ( ））∑ ( ( ) ， ( ) ）
                   (3) 

Equation (1) is definition point and line association rule, 
equation (2) is definition support of association rule and 
equation (3) definite confidence of association rule. 

Demonstrate of point and line association rule in diagram 1, 
show that hollow icon is point type B, and solid icon  is point 
type A. in solid icon P( )∪P( )∪P( )= ∑ P(A)  n=3, 
P(a)=P( ),P(b)= P( ),P(c)= P( ). Generate only one 
buffer region R(L(A)i,θ), a point object intersection with R is 
consider as point and line have a transaction (L(A)i,P(A)i), 
conception. In diagram 1 all transaction(L(Ai),P(ai)is be 
counted ∑ transaction(L(A ), P(A) ) = 10  means that  the 
numbers of P(A) point intersection with R is 10, ∑ P(A) ∪∑ ( ) = 42mans that all numbers of A and B point Types is 
42 objects. ∑ transaction(L(A) , P(a )) = 4 means that the subset a 
have  four objects fall in buffer region of L. use equation (1)-
(3),we computer the point and line association rule, CC% and 
CS% of Figure 1 in table 3 

 
FIGURE I. FPOINT AND LINE PATTERN RELATIONSHIP. 

TABLE III.  SUPPORT AND CONFIDENCE OF POINT AND LINE 
RELATIONSHIP. 

Association rule CS% CC%L（A ） ⟹ P(a) CS%=10/42=23.8% CC%=4/10=40% L（A ） ⟹ P(b) CS%=10/42=23.8% CC%=3/10=30% L（A ） ⟹ P(c) CS%=10/42=23.8% CC%=3/10=30% 

Above mentions transaction conception is based on apriori 
algorithm for database mining then extends to co-location 
algorithm for point feature, furthermore, for point and line 
pattern. In apriori algorithm all transactions must pruning by 
support and confidence in the purpose of find strong association 
rule in application. So it must set two threshold θs for support, 
and θc for confidence. 

In point and line association rule mining process, we 
conclude that the key step is abstract transaction 
conception ,and set θ,θs ,θc as thresholds for line buffer region, 
support and confidence. Next we will description the algorithm 
process. 

IV. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION 
Input of algorithm are a line type set and two point types sets, 

however, output is a set of spatial association rule with CS% and 
CC%. It need three parameters θ,θs ,θc, and the process of 
algorithm  below. 

Input: 
a) line feature set L(A) is a set of line feature type; 

b) point feature set P(A)and P(B) are two sets of different 
types of point feature; 

c) P(a),P(b)and P(c) are a subsets of P(A); 
d) threshold  θ, θs, θc, are buffer threshold, support 

threshold and confident threshold; 

Output:  
point and line association ruleL(Ai) ⟹ P(i)（CS%，CC%); 
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Variable: 
L(A) k a set of line type contain k objects  

P(B)m a set of point type B contain m objects; 

P(a),P(b),P(c) are three point type subsets of P(A) ; 
R(A)k  a buffer region set of line with θ as threshold contain 

k regions 

Rule（L(Ai) ⟹ P(i)，CS%，CC%）a point and line 
association rule set with support and confidence . 

Step: 
R(A)k =generate_Region(L(A)k, θ);  

Count=m+n;  i=0;       

while(i<k){  j=0；a=0; b=0; c=0; 

while(j<n){ 

if(intersection_Region((R(A)i,P(A)j)&& P(A)j∈P(a)) 
{a++; j++;} 

Else 
if(Intersection_Region((R(A)i,P(A)j)&&P(A)j∈P(b)){b++; 
j++;} 

Else if ((Intersection_Region((R(A)i ,P(A)j)&& 
P(A)j∈P(c)){c++; j++} 

Else j++;} 

If(j/count>=θs&&a/j>=θC) Add_Rule(Rule( L(Ai) ⟹P(a),j/count,a/j); 

If(j/count>=θs&&b/j>=θC) Add_Rule(Rule( L(Ai) ⟹P(b),j/count,b/j); 

If(j/count>=θs&&b/j>=θC) Add_Rule(Rule( L(Ai) ⟹P(c),j/count,c/j); 

i++;} 

In the algorithm set P(A) is divide into three subsets 
P(a),P(b),P(c), furthermore it will divided into more than three 
subsets. The algorithms apply in seismic spatial data with point 
and line feature to find out association rule. 

V. EXPERIMENT  
Experiment collect the earthquake source catalog during 

1965-2014 years of Yunnan province china then achieve it at 
ArcGIS platform. First, we establish a Yunnan earthquake 
spatial database in Geodatabase, which contain 122201 
earthquake source catalog and 33 activity fault zone. Also it 
contains the topographic map, settlements, county, and river as 
the reference data for seismic spatial database. Second divided 
earthquake catalog as two type which are above 4 magnitude 
P(A) and below 4 magnitude   P(B). Because when earthquake 
happened above 4 magnitudes is sense earthquake meanwhile 
below 4 magnitudes is no sense earthquake for people. Focus 
on sense earthquake of P(A) set are 1342 items in it that occupy 
1% of all earthquake data,  it means that we must  choose 
support less than 1%,so  choose θs=0.4% and θc=1%, and 
θ=10km. final, divide  P(A) into three subsets, which are 4-5 
magnitude, 5-6magnitude, more than 6 magnitude earthquake 

data. The experiment achieve in ArcGIS platform show in 
Figure 2, and the results of experiment show in table 4. 

 
FIGURE II. POINT AND LINE PATTERN FOR MINING EXPERIMENT 

OF EARTHQUAKE OF YUNNAN PROVINCE 

TABLE IV.  POINT AND LINE PATTERN SUPPORT AND CONFIDENT 
IN YUNNAN EARTHQUAKE SPATIAL DATA. 

Point-line association rule support confidence L（fault） ⟹ P(4 − 5) 0.45% 80.9% L（fault） ⟹ P(5 − 6) 0.45% 15.4%  L（fault） ⟹ P(6above) 0.45% 3.6% 

 
The experiment reveal probability correlation in spatial 

database between earthquake source and fault zone, 
furthermore, infer some conclusion about earthquake happened 
in Yunnan province: 

Probability above 4 magnitude earthquke happen in the 
10km buffer of activity fault zone is 0.45%. 

If above 4 magnitude earthquake had happen, probability of 
4-5 magnitude earthquake happened is 80.9% in the 10km 
buffer of activity fault zone. 

If above 4 magnitude earthquake had happen, earth quake  
happen with 4-5 magnitude,5-6 magnitude, above 6 magnitude 
probability are 80.9%, 15.4% and 3.6% ,in the area of the 10km 
buffer of activity fault zone. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
Yunnan Province is located in China's western Pacific plate 

and Indian tectonic plates, earthquake-prone region, a number 
of active fault zones in the region to study the relationship 
between earthquakes and fault avoiding loss of lives and 
property of some significance[6]. This paper proposal a 
algorithm for mining point and line spatial association rule base 
on the conception of transaction, and apply it at Yunnan seismic 
spatial database, get some probability of earthquake. however, 
the experiments some problems need  improve or more thinking: 

(1) Algorithm support and confident are probability and 
conditional probability of total probability that make it possibly 
to use some probability methods for further spatial reasoning 
such as Bayes[7]. 

(2) Seismic data are time sensibility, the algorithm only 
consider the spatial attribution of it, ignore time dimension at 
spatial data, next work, can analysis extends to time dimension. 
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(3) The presence of defects in the recording earthquake 
catalog data itself, the lack of hi torical statistics, resulting in 
the data is not comprehensive and so on. 
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